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Place of OOP in the curricula

Old curricula
– Introduced in 2000
– Placed in the 4th semester, after introductory programming

courses that used Pascal and C
– 2 lecture hours/week, 2 lab hours/week
– Runs in parallel with Data Structures and Algorithms
– ‘Lighter’ form of examination (colloquium vs. exam) 

New curricula
– Starts in autumn 2006
– Placed in the 3rd semester after introductory programming in C, in

parallel with Data Structures and Algorithms
– 2 lecture hours/week, 2 lab hours/week
– ‘Continuous assessment’ as a new form of examination

Course topics

Introduction
Classes and objects
Inheritance and polymorphism
Interfaces
Nested classes and interfaces
Exceptions and assertions
Packages
Input/output
Collection framework
Concurrent programming
Graphical user interfaces
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Course topics - rationale

No emphasis on non-object part of Java, i.e. control flow
statements, operators, expressions etc.
‘Objects first’: classes and objects, principles of object-
orientation presented from the beginning (‘change of paradigm’
from previous programming courses)
OOP principles first, their implementation in Java second
Packages presented as a higher level of program structuring
GUI at the end, not to confuse principles
Collection framework connects well with data structures
Present evolution of Java
Concurrent programming as a new programming paradigm

Relation to other courses

Prerequisite (not really enforced!): knowledge of at
least one imperative programming language, 
preferably C
Prerequisite for: Software Engineering, Operating
Systems, Computer Network Programming
Synergetic relation to Data Structures and
Algorithms
Could also be useful for courses on Data Bases, 
Parallel Programming, Computer Graphics, 
Computer Security
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Experience from lectures

Attendance not compulsory less than ¼ of students attend
Previous years: students had to take notes
Now: book + PPT slides based on the book
Try to make comparisons with other object oriented languages, 
especially C++, known to some students from high school
Students received well presentation of the new concepts introduced in 
Java 5
For collections and concurrent programming use the lectures prepared
as part of our project (with explanations in Romanian)
Difficult to engage students in discussions, they do not read in 
advance
PPT slides offer possibility to discuss more program examples
During breaks: some students come and ask how to solve lab
assignments

Experience from lab assignments

Attendance compulsory
Tried different approaches in different years
From the beginning: written material on the Web, now also in the form
of a book
Lab assignments follow (loosely) the course topics, do not use IDEs
Students may develop programs at home and present them to the
assistants during lab hours
Assistants used to making ‘short lectures’ during lab hours
Rules about late submission of assignments
Rules about plagiarism and use of a program to find out ‘program
duplicates’
Very important: every student must show that (s)he is capable of
explaining the submitted programs
Student groups too large due to financial constraints
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Experience from exams

ECTS was introduced several years ago
A student cannot obtain a final grade(and thus the credits) without a 
grade for lab assignments
Final grade is calculated usually as (2/3* exam +1/3* lab)
A student has 3 chances of passing an exam
Tried different approaches: either ‘midterm’ + ‘final’, or only final, with
no difference in student motivation
The exam consists of two equally weigthed parts: ‘theory’, and
‘problems’
A passing grade requires at least half of the points from each of the

two parts
Students can re-contract a course if they do not get a passing grade 
during an academic year
Although OOP is taught in 2nd year, there are students in the 5th year
that still contract it

Conclusions

Position in the curricula influences contents, position 
not always determined ‘logically’
Enforcing prerequisits can help in student motivation, 
not (yet) done for ‘political reasons’
No influence (yet) of availability of more teaching
materials
Case studies not used in lectures due to time
constraints
Better links with other courses have to be developed
Java vs. C# ??


